
New facilities — same market? 
Bulgaria’s new infrastructure investments could be a shot in 
the arm for the country’s nascent wholesale gas market. Plans 
to upgrade its sole storage facility, Chiren, should bolster 
physical flexibility and could allow the wholesale market to 
play a greater role in helping to balance supply and demand. 
New import infrastructure providing access to gas from Azer-
baijan and regasified LNG via Greece should diversify not only 
supply but also gas pricing, which could intensify competition 
between suppliers and lift liquidity in the wholesale market.  

But without a more concerted effort to open up access to 
infrastructure and to alternate supply sources for firms other 
than state-owned incumbent gas supplier Bulgargaz, this 
potential may well go unrealised. 
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Bulgaria: New infrastructure 
bringing only superficial, not 
structural changes 

Transitory storage benefits 
Bulgaria’s storage system is inflexible, with most of the 
capacity of the Chiren facility devoted to the needs of Bulgar-
gaz, which uses it to optimise its long-term supply contract for 
Russian gas. Other market participants have long complained 
of the difficulty in using storage to balance their positions. 
Bulgargaz made up just under three quarters of the facility’s 
stockbuild last summer, injecting 2.5TWh — around 10pc of its 
2020 Russian take (see stocks graph). 

State-owned gas system operator Bulgartransgaz plans to 
double the facility’s working gas capacity to 1bn m³ from 550mn 
m³, and to enable simultaneous injections and withdrawals. It 
also wants to more than double withdrawal capacity to 10mn 
m³/d from 4.7mn m³/d (see withdrawals graph). 
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A well-functioning gas market has certain prerequisites — a range of supply sources and market partici-
pants, and physical flexibility. Bulgaria has taken steps in this direction, with plans to expand its sole 
storage facility and reduce its dependence on Russian gas. But more profound change is needed if Bul-
garia’s gas market is to truly liberalise.

Gazprom sales to Bulgaria in recent years bn m³
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to be shipped through the IGB. And Bulgargaz keeps the 
equivalent amount of Russian supply arriving at Strandzha 
2-Malkoclar on the Turkish border which otherwise would have 
passed through Bulgaria to Greece (see Greece-Bulgaria flows 
graph). And in any event, this temporary arrangement does 
nothing to open up access to supply via Greece for other market 
participants.

A similar problem looms for Bulgaria’s participation in Greece’s 
planned second LNG terminal. Bulgartransgaz in late January 
finalised its purchase of a 20pc share in Gastrade, developer 
and owner of the 4.2mn t/yr Alexandroupolis terminal. And 
Bulgargaz has booked 500mn m³/yr at the terminal, which will 
be shipped to the country through the IGB. 

The commissioning of the terminal, which Gastrade expects in 
2023, could encourage more use of the IGB, of which just over 
50pc has been booked on a long-term basis. But as Bulgargaz 
will bring in the supply, this will serve primarily to bring down 
its own supply costs, without stimulating competition in the 
wholesale market – as was already the case with Bulgargaz’s 
LNG purchases through Greece’s existing 3.6mn t/yr 
Revithoussa terminal (see Revithoussa graph). 

But it also plans to connect Chiren to the recently 
commissioned onshore continuation of Russian state-owned 
Gazprom’s Turkish Stream pipeline. Bulgartransgaz says this 
is part of its long-term strategy to improve the functioning of 
the local market. But if Gazprom were to buy up all the new 
capacity at Chiren to help profile its deliveries to customers 
— as it already does with the Netherlands’ Bergermeer or the 
Czech Republic’s Damborice storage facilities — then even 
more of Bulgaria’s physical flexibility would be detached from 
the fundamentals of the local market.  

That said, some market participants have said that if 
Gazprom ends up booking capacity at Chiren this could still 
bolster wholesale market trade in Bulgaria as Turkish Stream 
offtakers look to optimise their supply — similarly to the early 
stages of development at Austria’s Baumgarten hub. 

Infrastructure delay headache
Bulgaria was supposed to see in 2021 with the start-up of 
the Interconnector Greece-Bulgaria (IGB), which would have 
opened up access to the Trans-Adriatic pipeline as well as to 
Greece’s existing Revithoussa LNG terminal.  

Bulgargaz hopes that the IGB will be commissioned by 
the end of this gas year. But sources close to the project’s 
development say it is unlikely to be operational before 2022. 

The delay means that Bulgargaz cannot yet receive the full 
1bn m³/yr of Azeri supply under its 25-year agreement with 
the Shakh Deniz consortium, which started on 1 January. But 
it has found a workaround through virtual swaps with Greek 
companies. The firm expects to receive 225mn m³ of Azeri gas 
in January-September, chief executive Nickolay Pavlov told 
Argus, and it does not expect to fall foul of the contract’s take-
or-play clause before 30 September. 

Under the swap agreement, Greek firms keep the Azeri 
supply delivered along the Trans-Adriatic pipeline to the Nea 
Mesimvria interconnection point, which was initially intended 

Bulgarian withdrawals this winter GWh/d
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Gas release or pass-through? 
This dominance of the market by the incumbent poses even 
greater problems for the development of the wholesale market 
because of the poor design of Bulgaria’s gas release pro-
gramme. Starting prices in the gas release auctions are set at 
Bulgargaz’s Russian long-term contract price, plus a “social 
responsibility” tax — but there is nothing to prevent Bulgargaz 
from using its access to Azeri gas and to LNG via Greece to re-
duce its overall supply costs, leaving buyers in the gas release 
programme at an even greater disadvantage to the incumbent 
(see Russian sales graph). 

Re-export potential in question  
Slim options to re-export gas to neighbouring countries re-
duces the attractiveness of trading in Bulgaria.  

There is little possibility of market participants using existing 
import and export routes to shift anything other than Russian 
gas. The Trans-Balkan pipeline — used for the transit of 
Russian gas — is 90pc booked in the direction of Turkey. 
Turkish Stream’s extension to Serbia is 80pc booked, by 
Gazprom and other firms selling Russian gas (see Bulgaria-
Serbia flows graph).   

Construction of the planned Interconnector Bulgaria-Serbia 
(IBS) — which would allow for more cross-border trade — has 
been stalled for years. Serbia’s energy ministry said in January 
that it expects the link to be completed by the third quarter of 
2023, delayed from 2022.  

Bulgargaz could in theory sell gas in Romania and Ukraine, 
but local market participants say re-exports are unlikely 
to be competitive given Bulgargaz’s supply costs under its 
long-term Azeri and Russian deals, and the cost of bundled 
transmission products. 

While limited re-export potential reduces trading 
opportunities, domestic demand growth in the coming years 
could at least allow Bulgaria to absorb more non-Russian gas. 

Bulgartransgaz expects higher gas-fired generation for 
heating and power in the coming years. The refurbishment of 
the Varna thermal power plant is expected to add 1.2GW of 
gas-fired power generation capacity. And Bulgaria has plans 
to convert three large lignite-fired units in the Maritsa Istok 
basin — with a combined installed capacity of more than 3GW 
— to run on gas instead.  

Bulgarian flows to Serbia vs capacity GWh/d
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For more information:

Stay up to date on the Bulgarian market as it develops and understand what it means for the wider European markets 
with our service Argus European Natural Gas. You can also explore the service with a free sample report here

https://www.argusmedia.com/en/natural-gas-lng/argus-european-natural-gas
https://view.argusmedia.com/european-natural-gas-sample-report.html
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